Background and Motivation
The past two decades have seen a rapidly growing interest in the field of fiber-optic sensors. In comparison with their electrical counterparts, fiber-optic sensors have many advantages, such as immunity to electromagnetic interference, miniature size, light weight, passive composition, high temperature, and multiplexing capability. As a result, fiber sensors have been developed for a variety of applications in industry, medicine, defense, and research to measure various physical parameters like pressure, temperature, acceleration, liquid level, voltage, and current. Moreover, the wide spread of optical fiber communication industry results in a substantial reduction in optical fiber sensor cost. It is even possible to integrate the fiber-optic sensing with communication functions to enable future applications in more advanced Bsmart grid[ and BInternet of things[ [1] , [2] .
On the other hand, liquid crystal (LC) has been successfully used in various fiber-optic communication devices, such as optical attenuators, optical switches, and polarization controllers with Btuning[ capabilities [3] - [7] . In addition, LC is also reported in some pressure sensing devices, taking advantage of its deformation caused by pressure [8] - [11] . It would be very interesting to see if LC also works well in all-fiber sensors. More agile and low-loss sensing systems thus are expected.
In this paper, commercial communication grade optical fibers are used for pressure sensing through LC polarization control. A low-index LC acts as the cladding of a segment of etched fiber so that the transmission properties could be instantly manipulated by the external field. The field-induced LC director reorientation further affects the fiber's evanescent field. As different polarizations experience different LC cladding indices, a 31.9-dB transmittance contrast is achieved between two orthogonally polarized modes, which is high enough to monitor tiny photoelastic polarization changes in a fiber. A pressure sensor with the sensitivity of 0.25 rad/N is thus demonstrated. The corresponding stress-optic coefficient is obtained for silica optical fibers at the 1550-nm telecomm band. Other advantages and applications of our techniques are discussed.
Pressure Sensor and Fiber Polarizer
The photoelastic fiber-optic pressure sensor was first demonstrated by Spillman in 1982 [12] . Since the pressure sensing relies on detecting photoelastic polarization change, a high-contrast polarizer is required. Obviously, an all-fiber polarizer is much favorable for practical applications. Although various polarizer approaches have been proposed [13] - [15] , they are all fixed. On the contrary, a LC fiber polarizer as shown in Fig. 1 might be more suitable for cascading or distributed pressure sensing in a reconfigurable sensing network.
As shown in Fig. 1 , a segment of optical fiber is sandwiched between two Indium tin oxide (ITO) glass substrates with a spacing of 125 m to form a tunable polarizer. The fiber is pre-etched nearly to its core so that the LC just acts as a cladding. In our experiment, a SMF-28 compatible fiber from Yangtze Corporation is employed. The etching length is $3 cm and the etched fiber diameter is easily adjustable by setting required etching time and temperature in hydrofluoric acid (HF).
To satisfy the light guiding condition, the fiber core should have a higher index than that of its cladding. Therefore, a low-index LC should be used. We select a nematic mixture LCMS-1550 from LCMS Ltd. Co., whose nematic range is from 16 C to 77.3 C. Its ordinary refractive index ðn o Þ is lower than the refractive index of fused silica fiber core ðn core ¼ 1:468Þ, while the extraordinary refractive index ðn e Þ of LCMS-1550 is higher than the core index.
As we know, total internal reflection (TIR) enables light guiding in optical fibers. From Fig. 1 (a), the LC molecules are originally homogeneously aligned along the fiber when there is no voltage applied. This is achieved by manually rubbing the LC cell substrates and the etched fiber axially with a rubbing cloth. Given that nematic LC molecules tend to lie parallel to the rubbing direction on a solid surface [16] , the anchoring of the LC molecules is along the fiber in this situation. Both the input x-and y-polarized lights only see a LC cladding with n o , lower than n core , satisfying TIR. The light still could go through the fiber with no loss in an ideal case. However, an imperfect LC alignment may induce an insertion loss (IL), to some extent. On the other hand, the LC molecules would be realigned vertically in the cell as long as the driving voltage applied to the cell is high enough, which is shown in Fig. 1(b) . For x-polarized light, it still experiences n o , remaining guided. However, for y-polarized light, it now sees cladding index of n e instead, which is larger than n core . Therefore, the TIR condition is broken. Light cannot be localized in the fiber core, giving rise to attenuation. The transmittance contrast between x-and y-polarized light thus could be instantly controlled by an external field. A tunable fiber polarizer is obtained.
In our experiments, the fiber core dimension is 8.2 m from its specification sheet. The etched area has the diameter of 18 m, which means a thin 4.9-m cladding remains. This actual case is a little more complicated than our quick analysis above. It is a doubly clad fiber with a thin original silica cladding and a surrounding LC cladding. When there is no voltage applied, it is still a singlemode fiber. However, the fundamental mode is split into two modes, i.e., HE x and HE y , with birefringent claddings [17] . When a driving voltage is applied to the LC cell, HE x mode remains guided, while the HE y mode leaks. 
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Fiber-Optic Pressure Sensor Based on LC To illustrate the light field distribution in a LC cladding fiber, Fig. 2 shows the COMSOL-Multiphysics (formerly FEMLAB, which is a finite element analysis software package) modeling results, corresponding to the voltage-off case. The central circle represents the fiber core, while the outer one corresponds to remaining cladding. n o ¼ 1:449 and n e ¼ 1:50 are used for the simulation. From the figure, the light field is well confined but there is still evident field outside the 18-m etched fiber, which could be affected by the LC status. However, when a voltage is applied, the HE x has no change, while HE y can no longer be guided at the central core, which is equivalent to a polarizer along x -axis. As the LC cell is configured like an x-polarizer, the whole setup is like a typical cross-polarization interference filter. Any phase retardation induced in the fiber between the polarization controller and our LC cell can be detected according to the output power variation, which is the fundamental of our photoelastic pressure sensor.
Experimental Results and Discussions
Before the pressure measurement, the LC tunable fiber polarizer is characterized. When there is no voltage applied, the average IL is measured to be À1.4 dB, agreeing well with our prediction. The LC acts as a low-index cladding so that most light can be trapped and propagate in the fiber core. However, when a voltage is applied, y-polarized light portion is attenuated, and the LC cell makes an x-polarizer. The contrast ratio ðI y : I x Þ of the polarizer is tunable, as shown in Fig. 4 . With the applied voltage increasing, the contrast becomes increasingly higher. It reaches À31.9 dB at a voltage of 35 V rms , meeting the level of requirement for commercial fixed fiber polarizers. However, 
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Fiber-Optic Pressure Sensor Based on LC from the figure, the initial extinction ratio is about À3 dB, even though there is no voltage applied. In our opinion, the large LC pretilting angle in the LC cell is responsible for both the light loss and initial extinction ratio without voltage. In other words, the LC molecules are not exactly axially planaraligned along the fiber at the beginning, which results from the weak anchoring strength on the rubbed fiber. Therefore, the TIR condition is not perfectly fulfilled, bringing about light leak in a way.
As our LC cell is kind of special, we have to fabricate it manually. It is hard to control the rubbing process especially on the etched fiber. In addition, the very thick cell gap (125 m) may also make the LC alignment imperfect and cause light scattering. However, the polarizer's performances at lower driving voltage could be improved by way of adopting a more suitable LC alignment technology, such as photo-alignment [18] , and using a thinner cell through multistep etching technique. Although our LC tunable fiber polarizer is still not ideal, it is already adequate for pressure sensing because of the high polarization contrast. The 393-cm-long fiber between the polarization controller and LC cell is wound to form a coil and placed between two 15 cm Â 15 cm flat glass plates on an optical table. This coil has direct contact with the top and bottom glass plates. Then balance weights with calibrated mass are applied to the top plate gradually, resulting in an increased uniform pressure to the fiber core area. Because the applied forces are transferred to the fiber's axial cross section, whose area is 2lr (l is the length of the fiber coil, and r is the fiber radius), the pressure at the fiber core thus could be calculated from the corresponding force and area
where P is the pressure applied to the fiber core, and M is the mass of the balance weights applied. Fig. 5 shows the experimental results of the pressure sensing by using our LC fiber polarizer. A saturated voltage is applied to the LC cell for $30-dB polarization contrast, which is high enough to obtain a perfect Bdark[ state with cross polarizers. As we discussed before, the applied pressure results in birefringence in the fiber due to photoelastic effect. There is, thus, phase retardation between the x-and y-polarized lights. At high-contrast-ratio situation, once there is a little change of the polarization state inside the fiber, there would be a detectable variation of the output light intensity. However, when merely a low contrast exists, there would always leaking light which is a noise determining the smallest detectable signal at a low pressure. In our experiment, when there is no pressure applied, almost no output light is detected as it cannot pass a pair of orthogonally placed cross polarizers. When the pressure becomes higher, the output intensity goes up and down, forming a typical sinusoidal curve, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . As a consequence, the pressure-induced phase retardation can be easily deduced from the well-known cross-polarizer interference filter equation
where is phase retardation, and I is the light transmittance. The result is shown in Fig. 5(b) with the x -axis title of the applied force F . From the curve, the sensitivity of this pressure sensor is calculated to be d =dF ¼ 0:25 rad/N.
Assuming the fiber is fully elastic and mechanically homogeneous, the photoelastic phase retardation induced by the applied force is given by [19] ¼ 8CF =r
where C is the stress-optic coefficient, and is the light wavelength. So, a fiber should have the pressure sensitivity of
According to Eq. (4), the fiber's stress-optic coefficient, light wavelength, and fiber diameter all play important roles in the sensitivity of such a pressure sensor. Given our measured sensitivity 
Fiber-Optic Pressure Sensor Based on LC 0.25 rad/N, C is calculated to be 3:03 Â 10 À12 m 2 =N. To our knowledge, there is few report on the stress-optic coefficient measurement of fused silica fiber at 1550-nm telecomm band, but our result is consistent with the tendency of measured values at visible band [20] , [21] .
The pressure sensing is demonstrated in Fig. 5 , while our LC fiber polarizer still has other applications as well. Principally, it may detect any parameter changes associated with light polarization inside a fiber, e.g., environmental magnetic field and electric current in surrounding wires. Furthermore, the LC tunability even gives us more applications that are not convenient for normal fixed polarizers. For example, cascading sensing becomes feasible as our LC polarizer has low IL at voltage-off state. In this situation, a serial of such polarizers could be fabricated on a single long fiber. If we apply saturated voltage to a pair of adjacent polarizers and do not apply voltage to others, any light polarization change between these two polarizers could be detected. However, other zones are just like normal fiber due to their low IL. Then we may activate other two polarizers to detect other zones. Otherwise, if fixed fiber polarizers are used, cascaded fiber sensors may interfere with each other and lead to high propagation loss. Furthermore, if we design a tube-like LC cell to replace the simple planar configuration, whose inside wall is coated with segmented while separate ITO electrodes, one may control the electric field direction around the fiber core. An arbitrarily oriented tunable polarizer is thus obtained. It might have some unique applications in sensitive signal procession, polarization analysis, polarization generation, polarization-mode dispersion (PMD) monitoring, spectrum filtering and control, polarization extinction ratio improvement, fiber laser mode locking, and polarization interferometers.
Conclusion
We demonstrated a tunable fiber polarizer and pressure sensor based on LC technology. Its performance is comparable with conventional fixed fiber polarizers. The novel tunability feature further gives rise to many interesting new applications in fiber-optic sensors, measurement equipment, and optical communications.
